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Foreign Words and Phrases
The selections in Unit 3 and other units include foreign words and
phrases. When authors use foreign words in their writing, they often
repeat themselves, putting the English translation either directly after or
directly before the foreign word: "Amiga! Friend!"

Underline the foreign word or phrase in each sentence. On
the line provided, write the definition of each.
1. Traci enjoys a siesta on the weekends; it is the only time she can take an afternoon nap
during the week.

2. Eureka, or "I have found it," is the state motto for California.

3. As their ship pulled away from the dock, we called out "bon voyage" to wish our parents a
good trip.
4. The phrase e pluribus unum—one from many—appears on the back of a quarter.

5. It was a beautiful evening so we decided to eat alfresco on the patio instead of inside.

6. The press corps became excited as a group after the response.

When you finish, compare your definitions to those of a partner. See
if you can come up with any other foreign words and phrases you
commonly use.
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Focus

devoured v. past tense of
devour: to eat; consume

plague n. a very serious bacterial
disease that spreads quickly
pursued v. past tense of pursue: to
follow in order to capture
obese adj. extremely overweight
dense adj. packed closely together;
thick

epidemics n. plural form of epidemic:
an outbreak of a disease that makes
many people in an area ill at the
same time
isolate v. to place or set apart
transmits v. a form of the verb
transmit: to send or pass along
moral n. a lesson about right and
wrong taught in a story, event,
or fable

accumulate v. to collect

Fill in the blank with a vocabulary word from this lesson to
complete each sentence.
1. The weather forecast says that five inches of snow will
2. The government attempted to prevent
3. The trees were too

overnight.
by having people vaccinated.

to see the house behind them.

4. The cat needed more exercise or it would become
5. Dr. Vasquez

a cure for her patient's sickness.

6. Since Manny was upset, he wished to
7. Nella was hungry and

himself from his friends.
her dinner at the party.

8. The teacher had her students look for the
R. We studied the
many lives.
10. Michelle
computer.
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in the short story.

that affected Europe centuries ago and took so
information to her friend whenever she logs onto her
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Sequence
Time-and-order words tell when and in what order events in a story
take place; they help readers to identify the sequence of events.
Common time-and-order words include:
then

first

second

third

after

immediately

still

next

again

later

until

once

finally

when

since

before

now

meanwhile

Underline the time-and-order words in each sentence.
1. Once, a man lived in the desert with only his burro for company.
2. At first, he waited for visitors.
3. Then, he planted a garden to feel better.
4. He was working in his garden when a ground squirrel came for a visit.
5. Immediately, he felt less lonely.
6. After the visit from the squirrel, the man dug a water hole for other animals.
7. Next, he waited for other animals to come, but no animals showed up.
8. Later, he discovered why the animals didn't come.
R. Now he knew what he had to do.
10. Finally, he dug another water hole far from his house.
11. Once the animals discovered the new water hole, they began to visit it.
12. Soon, many animals came to drink at the new water hole.
13. After that, the man was not lonely anymore.
14. Now the man had company every day, and the animals finally had plenty of water.
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Sequence (continued)
Rewrite the following directions as a paragraph. Add time-andorder words to show when and in what order each step is to be
taken. Underline the time and order words you use.
15. Take the freeway east to exit 5.
16. Take a right turn off the exit.
17. You will be on Maple Street.
18. Drive three miles east on Maple Street.
19. Turn right at Oak Avenue.
20. You will see a yellow house on your left.
21. You are there!

Write a set of directions or instructions. Use time-and-order words to show
sequence. Underline the time-and-order words.

When you finish, compare your directions or instructions to those of a
partner or small group. Discuss the differences.
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Suffix -ive
• Remember that the suffix -ive means "inclined to."
• The spelling of the base may change when suffixes are added.
For words ending in a silent e, and the suffix starts with a vowel, drop the
silent e. For example, demonstrate + -ive - demonstrative.

accumulative
instructive
conclusive
exclusive

sensitive
automotive
festive
defensive

aggressive
informative
cooperative
detective

protective
captive
expressive
descriptive

alternative
fugitive
creative
destructive

Visualization Strategy
Combine the suffix -ive with the other word parts to
complete the spelling words.
1. accumulat + ive =

11. instruct + ive =

2. destruct + ive = _

12. creat + ive =

3. sensit + ive =

13. automot + ive = .

4. descript + ive =

14. express + ive = _

5. aggress + ive =

15. informat + ive = _

6. detect + ive = _

16. cooperat + ive =

7. defens + ive = _

17. conclus + ive = _

8. protect + ive = _

18. fest + ive =

9. alternat + ive =

1R. capt + ive =

10. exclus + ive = _

20. fug it + ive =
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Regular and Irregular Plurals
A plural ending shows that there is more than one. Most words
need only an -s, but there are a few other rules to know.
• Add -es to -s, -sh, -ch, -x, and -z endings, hatch = hatches
Change consonant -y to -/ and add -es. country = countries
For vowel -y endings, add -s. essay = essays
Words ending in -o need -es. torpec/o = torpedoes
Words ending in f need to drop the f and replace it with a v before adding
-es. calf = calves.
The spellings of Irregular plurals need to be memorized, since there are
no absolute rules for their spelling.

From left to right and top to bottom, take each word in the
box and make it plural.

torpedo
country

essay
child

grocery
volunteer

mouse
envelope

hatch
wolf

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

q.
10.
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